
Investigating the Dynamics of
Open Source Software Development Teams

Research on human and social behavior is increasingly characterized by a focus on dynam-
ics—on the evolution of formal and informal organizations over time. We propose a social sci-
ence study in the context of distributed teams of Free/Libre Open Source (FLOSS) software
developers to better understand the cognitive and social structures that underlie changes in indi-
vidual and team behaviours in these teams. Our study addresses the general research question:
What are the dynamics through which distributed teams develop and work?

Increasingly, organizational work is performed by distributed teams of interdependent
knowledge workers. These teams have many benefits, but the distance between members creates
challenges for team members to create the shared understandings and social structures necessary
to be effective. But as yet, research and practitioner communities know little about the dynamics
of developing distributed teams.

To answer our research question, we will conduct a longitudinal in-depth study identifying
and comparing the formation and evolution of distributed teams of FLOSS developers. The pro-
posed research will be guided by an advisory board of FLOSS developers to ensure relevance
and to help promote diffusion of our findings into practice. We will study how these distributed
groups develop shared mental models to guide members’ behavior, roles to mediate access to
resources, and norms and rules to shape action, as well as the dynamics by which independent,
geographically-dispersed individuals are socialized into teams. As a basis for this study, we de-
velop a conceptual framework that uses a structurational perspective to integrate research on
team behaviour, organizational learning, communities of practice and shared mental models. We
will utilize qualitative data analysis of team interactions, observation and interview data to in-
vestigate these dynamics. We will also use social network analysis to study the socialization
process of members and change in roles over time.

Expected intellectual contributions
The study will have conceptual, methodological as well as practical contributions. Develop-

ing an integrated theoretical framework to understand the dynamics of a distributed team will be
a contribution to the study of distributed teams. Understanding the dynamics of structure and ac-
tion in these teams is important to improve the effectiveness of FLOSS teams, software devel-
opment teams, and distributed teams in general. The project will contribute to advancing
knowledge and understanding of FLOSS development and distributed work more generally by
identifying how these teams evolve and how new members are socialized. The study fills a gap
in the literature with an in-depth investigation of the practices adopted by FLOSS teams based on
a large pool of data and a strong conceptual framework. As well, we will use several different
techniques to analyze the practices, providing different perspectives of analysis and a more reli-
able portrait of what happens in the development teams.

Expected broader impacts

If successful, the project will benefit society by describing learning for FLOSS development,
an increasingly important approach to software development. The study will also shed light on
learning in distributed work teams in general, which will be valuable for managers who intend to
implement such an organizational form. Findings from the study might also be used to enhance
the way information and communication technologies (ICT) are used to support distance educa-
tion or for scientific collaboration, which are emerging applications of distributed teams. In order
to improve infrastructure for research, we plan to make the tools and raw data available to other
researchers. As well, the project involves an international collaboration. Such exchanges expand
the perspectives, knowledge and skills of both groups of scientists. Finally, the project will pro-
mote teaching, training, and learning by providing graduate and undergraduate students an op-
portunity to work in teams, integrate their competencies and develop new skills in data collection
and analysis.
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Investigating the Dynamics of
Open Source Software Development Teams

Research on human and social behavior is increasingly characterized by a focus on dynam-
ics—on the evolution of formal and informal organizations over time. We propose a social sci-
ence study in the context of distributed teams of software developers to better understand the
cognitive and social structures that underlie changes in individual and team behaviours in these
teams. We will address the general research questions:

What are the dynamics through which members of distributed ICT-supported teams of
Open Source Software developers form shared mental models, individual roles, informal
norms and formal rules and how do these structures guide their behaviours?

The proposed research will be guided by an advisory board of FLOSS developers to ensure
relevance and to help promote diffusion of our findings into practice.

Revolutionary technologies and ideas have created a more closely linked world with almost
instantaneous transmission of information to feed a global economy. A prominent example of
this transformation is the emergence of Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS, e.g., Linux or
Apache), created by distributed dynamic teams of volunteers and professionals working in
loosely coupled teams. FLOSS is a broad term used to embrace software developed and released
under an “open source” license allowing inspection, modification and redistribution of the soft-
ware’s source without charge (“free as in beer”). Much (though not all) of this software is also
“free software”, meaning that derivative works must be made available under the same unre-
strictive license terms (“free as in speech”, thus “libre”). We have chosen to use the acronym
FLOSS rather than the more common OSS to emphasize this dual meaning. There are thousands
of FLOSS projects, spanning a wide range of applications. Due to their size, success and influ-
ence, the Linux operating system and the Apache Web Server (and related projects) are the most
well known, but hundreds of others are in widespread use, including projects on Internet infra-
structure (e.g., sendmail, bind), user applications (e.g., Mozilla, OpenOffice) and programming
languages (e.g., Perl, Python, gcc). Many are popular (indeed, some dominate their market seg-
ment) and the code has been found to be generally of good quality [2].

Key to our interest is the fact that most FLOSS software is developed by distributed teams.
Developers contribute from around the world, meet face-to-face infrequently if at all, and coor-
dinate their activity primarily by means of computer-mediated communications (CMC) [3,4].
These teams depend on processes that span traditional boundaries of place and ownership. The
research literature on software development and on distributed work emphasizes the difficulties
of distributed software development, but the case of FLOSS development presents an intriguing
counter-example. What is perhaps most surprising about the FLOSS process is that it appears to
eschew traditional project coordination mechanisms such as formal planning, system-level de-
sign, schedules, and defined development processes [5]. As well, many (though by no means all)
programmers contribute to projects as volunteers, without working for a common organization or
being paid. Characterized by a globally distributed developer force and a rapid and reliable soft-
ware development process, effective FLOSS development teams somehow profit from the ad-
vantages and overcome the challenges of distributed work [6]. The “miracle of FLOSS
development” poses a real puzzle and a rich setting for researchers interested in the work prac-
tices of distributed teams.

As well, FLOSS development is an important phenomena deserving of study for itself.
FLOSS is an increasingly important commercial phenomenon involving all kinds of software
development firms, large, small and startup. Millions of users depend on systems such as Linux
and the Internet (heavily dependent on FLOSS tools), but as Scacchi [7] notes, “little is known
about how people in these communities coordinate software development across different set-
tings, or about what software processes, work practices, and organizational contexts are neces-
sary to their success”. As evidenced by the attached letters of support from FLOSS developers,
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members of the FLOSS community are themselves interested in understanding and documenting
effective practices and teams so as to improve their performance.

The remainder of this proposal is organized into four sections. In section 1, we present the re-
search setting and discuss the challenges faced by FLOSS teams. In section 2, we develop a con-
ceptual framework for our study, drawing on theories of shared mental models [8,9] and
organizational learning [10,11], and using structuration theory [1] as an organizing framework.
In section 3, we present the study design, with details of the data collection and analysis plans.
We conclude by sketching the intellectual merits and expected broader impacts of our study and
reviewing the results of prior support.

1. The challenge of distributed software development
Distributed teams are groups of geographically dispersed individuals working together over

time towards a common goal. Though distributed work has a long history [e.g., 12], advances in
information and communication technologies have been crucial enablers for recent developments
of this organizational form [13]. Distributed teams seem particularly attractive for software de-
velopment because the code can be shared via the systems used to support team interactions
[14,15]. While distributed teams have many potential benefits, distributed workers face many
real challenges. Watson-Manheim, Chudoba, & Crowston [16] argue that distributed work is
characterized by numerous discontinuities: a lack of coherence in some aspects of the work set-
ting (e.g., organizational membership, business function, task, language or culture) that hinders
members in making sense of the task and of communications from others [17], or that produces
unintended information filtering [18] or misunderstandings [19]. These interpretative difficulties
in turn make it hard for team members to develop shared mental models of the developing pro-
ject [20,21]. A lack of common knowledge about the status, authority and competencies of team
participants can be an obstacle to the development of team norms [22] and conventions [23].

The presence of discontinuities seems likely to be particularly problematic for software de-
velopers [17]. Numerous studies of the social aspects of software development teams [17,24-27]
conclude that large system development requires knowledge from many domains, which is thinly
spread among different developers [24]. As a result, large projects require a high degree of
knowledge integration and the coordinated efforts of multiple developers [28]. More effort is re-
quired for interaction when participants are distant and unfamiliar with each others work [29,30].
The additional effort required for distributed work often translates into delays in software release
compared to traditional face-to-face teams [31,32]. The problems facing distributed software de-
velopment teams are reflected in Conway’s law, which states that the structure of a product mir-
rors the structure of the organization that creates it. Accordingly, splitting software development
across a distributed team will make it hard to achieve an integrated product [5].

In response to the problems created by discontinuities, studies of distributed teams stress the
need for a significant amount of time spent learning how to communicate, interact and socialize
using computer-supported communications tools [33]. Research has shown the importance of
formal and informal coordination mechanisms and information sharing [25] for a project’s per-
formance and quality. Communication can help clarify potential uncertainties and ambiguities
and socialize members with different cultures and approaches into a cohesive team [34-38]. Suc-
cessful distributed teams share knowledge and information and create new practices to meet the
task and social needs of the members [39]. However, the dynamics of knowledge sharing and
socialization for distributed teams are still open topics for research [e.g., 40].

Research on FLOSS development

The nascent research literature on FLOSS has addressed a variety of questions. First, re-
searchers have examined the implications of FLOSS from economic and policy perspectives. For
example, some authors have examined the implications of free software for commercial software
companies or the implications of intellectual property laws for FLOSS [e.g., 41,42,43]. Second,
various explanations have been proposed for the decision by individuals to contribute to projects
without pay [e.g., 44,45-48]. These authors have mentioned factors such as personal interest,
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ideological commitment, development of skills [49] or enhancement of reputation [48]. Finally, a
few authors have investigated the processes of FLOSS development [e.g., 3,50], which is the fo-
cus of this proposal.

Raymond’s [3] bazaar metaphor is perhaps the most well-known model of the FLOSS proc-
ess. As with merchants in a bazaar, FLOSS developers are said to autonomously decide how and
when to contribute to project development. By contrast, traditional software development is lik-
ened to the building of a cathedral, progressing slowly under the control of a master architect.
While popular, the bazaar metaphor has been broadly criticized. According to its detractors, the
bazaar metaphor disregards important aspects of the FLOSS process, such as the importance of
project leader control, the existence of de-facto hierarchies, the danger of information overload
and burnout, and the possibility of conflicts that cause a loss of interest in a project or forking
[51,52]. Recent empirical work has begun to illuminate the structure and function of FLOSS de-
velopment teams. For example, Gallivan [53] analyzes descriptions of the FLOSS process and
suggests that teams rely on a variety of social control mechanisms rather than on trust.

The other major stream of research examines factors for the success of FLOSS in general
(though there have been few systematic comparison across multiple projects, e.g., [54]). The
popularity of FLOSS has been attributed to the speed of development and the reliability, port-
ability, and scalability of the resulting software as well as the low cost [55-61]. In turn, the qual-
ity of the software and speed of development have been attributed to two factors: that developers
are also users of the software and the availability of source code. First, FLOSS projects often
originate from a personal need [62,63], which attracts the attention of other users and inspire
them to contribute to the project. Since developers are also users of the software, they understand
the system requirements in a deep way, eliminating the ambiguity that often characterizes the
traditional software development process: programmers know their own needs [64]. (Of course,
over-reliance on this mode of requirements gathering may also limit the applicability of the
FLOSS model.) Second, in FLOSS projects, the source code is open to modification, enabling
users to become co-developers by developing fixes or enhancements. As a result, FLOSS bugs
can be fixed and features evolved quickly. Active users also play an important role [65]. Re-
search suggests that more than 50 percent of the time and cost of non-FLOSS software projects is
consumed by mundane work such as testing [66]. The FLOSS process enables hundreds of peo-
ple to work on these parts of the process [67].

The studies of FLOSS teams and of distributed teams more generally point to the need to un-
derstand the dynamics of their work. In their study of distributed cross-functional teams, Robey
et al. [39] suggest that to be successful, distributed teams must share knowledge and information
and create new practices to meet the task and social needs of the members of the team. More
generally, an organization’s capability to learn has been recognized as a core competency neces-
sary for survival and competition in a knowledge-based economy [10,68]. The better an organi-
zation is at learning, the better it can be at adapting to the environment, correcting for error, and
innovating [69]. Accordingly, to minimize the negative effects of being distributed, FLOSS
teams have to learn to communicate, coordinate and create a cohesive whole. However, research
and practitioner communities know little about the processes of knowledge sharing, learning and
socialization suitable for distributed teams [39,40]. Thus it is important for us to first understand
the dynamics of these teams and of their learning proceses. As Maier, et al. say, “Knowledge
about the process, or the know how, of learning facilitates corrections that simulate or accelerate
learning” [10].

2. Conceptual development

In this section we develop the conceptual framework for our study. We have chosen to ana-
lyze developers as comprising a work team. Much of the literature on FLOSS has conceptualized
developers as forming communities, which is a useful perspective for understanding why devel-
opers choose to join or remain in a project. However, for the purpose of this study, we view the
projects as entities that have a goal of developing a product, whose members are interdependent
in terms of tasks and roles, and who have a user base to satisfy, in addition to having to attract
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and maintain members. These aspects of FLOSS projects suggest analyzing them as work teams.
Guzzo and Dickson [70] defined a work team as “made up of individuals who see themselves
and who are seen by others as a social entity, who are interdependent because of the tasks they
perform as members of a group, who are embedded in one or more larger social system (e.g.,
community, or organization), and who perform tasks that affect others (such as customers or co-
workers)”.

A structurational perspective on team dynamics

To conceptualize the dynamics of these teams and the process of changes within them, we
adopt a structurational perspective. Numerous authors have used a structurational perspective to
support empirical analyses of group changes [71-75]. A discussion of the merits of each use is
beyond the scope of this application. Here, we build on the view of structuration presented by
Orlikowski [72] and Barley and Tolbert [1].

Structuration theory [76] is a broad sociological theory that seeks to unite action and struc-
ture and to explain the dynamic of their evolution. We chose this framework because it provides
a dynamic view of the relations between team and organizational structures and the actions of
those that live within, and help to create and sustain, these structures. The theory is premised on
the duality of structures, that is, systems of signification, domination and legitimation that influ-
ence individual action. In this view, structure is recursive: the structural properties of a social
system are both the means and the ends of the practices that constitute the social system. As
Sarason [77] explains, in structuration theory:

“The central idea is that human actors or agents are both enabled and constrained by structures,
yet these structures are the result of previous actions by agents. Structural properties of a social
system consist of the rules and resources that human agents use in their everyday interaction.
These rules and resources mediate human action, while at the same time they are reaffirmed
through being used by human actors or agents.” (p. 48).

Simply put, by doing things, we create the way to do things.
By relating structure and function across time, structuration theory provides a framework for

understanding the dynamics of a team [78]. Barley and Tolbert [1] note that structuration is “a
continuous process whose operations can be observed only through time” (p. 100). Figure 1,
adapted from [1] shows the relation between institution (which the authors use synonymously
with structure) and action, and how both evolve over time. In this figure, the two bold horizontal
lines represent “the temporal extensions of Giddens’ two realms of social structure: institutions
and action,” while the “vertical arrows represent institutional constraints on action” and the di-
agonal arrows, “maintenance or modification of the institution through action” (p.100). As Cas-
sell [79] says, “to study the structuration of a social system is to study the ways in which that
system, via the application of generative rules and resources, in the context of unintended out-
comes, is produced and reproduced through interaction” (p. 119). Thus, our analysis will de-
scribe current team practices (the lower arrow) and current team structures (the upper arrow) and
how these interact (the vertical and diagonal arrows) and change over time. In order to explain

Figure 1. A sequential model of the relation between structure and action [from 1].
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how the teams are evolving, we present the changes as states or stages (e.g., T1, T2 and T3 in the
figure) and highlight the “dislocation of routines” and other temporal disruptions that lead to
these different states [78].

Corporate participation and the process of structuration

The structuration perspective also makes clear the importance of any initial structures that
individual team members bring from prior experiences (i.e., from an unseen T0 in the figure).
Barley and Tolbert [1] note that “actors are more likely to replicate scripted behaviours” than to
develop new ones. Orlikowski and Yates [80] argue similarly, suggesting that in a new situation
individuals will typically draw on their existing repertoires of actions, reproducing those they
have experienced as members of other communities. These prior experiences will provide an ini-
tial set of structures that guide behaviours, which will be particular important during the forma-
tive stages of the team. Because of the importance of these initial structures, we are particularly
interested in the effects of corporate participation on FLOSS teams. We hypothesize that teams
with strong corporate participation will adopt structures from the surrounding corporate milieu,
thus influencing their evolution.

The importance of corporate participation is reinforced by other research. For example,
Hackman’s [81] model of group performance suggests organizational context as an important
factor affecting team processes. Finholt and Sproull [82] found that teams who do not work
within a specific organizational context have a greater need for team learning. These results have
been also been supported by our initial interviews with FLOSS developers, who see corporate
participation having an effect on team processes and activities.

Conceptualizing structuration in FLOSS teams

To apply structuration as a perspective to conceptualize the dynamics of distributed FLOSS
teams, we first must clarify the types of rules and resources that comprise the structure. For this
work, we specifically consider three kinds of rules and resources that are “encoded in actors’
stocks of practical knowledge” [1] in the form of interpretive schemes, resources, and norms
[1,83]. In the remainder of this section, we elaborate each of these three aspects of structure as
they apply to FLOSS development in particular.

Interpretive schemes and structures of signification. Individual actors’ interpretive schemes
create structures of signification and thus influence (and are created by) individual actions. To
describe how these schemes influence action and vice versa, we draw on the literature on the role
of shared mental models in team action. Shared mental models, as defined by Cannon-Bowers et
al. [84], “are knowledge structures held by members of a team that enable them to form accurate
explanations and expectations for the task, and in turn, to coordinate their actions and adapt their
behavior to demands of the task and other team members” (p. 228). Without shared mental mod-
els, individuals from different teams or backgrounds may interpret tasks differently based on
their backgrounds, making collaboration and communication difficult [85]. The tendency for in-
dividuals to interpret tasks according to their own perspectives and predefined routines is exac-
erbated when working in a distributed environment, with its more varied individual settings.

Research on software development in particular has identified the importance of shared un-
derstanding in the area of distributed software development, as in the case of FLOSS teams [86].
Curtis et al. [20], note that, “a fundamental problem in building large systems is the development
of a common understanding of the requirements and design across the project team.” They go on
to say that, “the transcripts of team meetings reveal the large amounts of time designers spend
trying to develop a shared model of the design”. The problem of developing shared mental mod-
els is likely to be particularly affect FLOSS development, since FLOSS team members are dis-
tributed, have diverse backgrounds, and join in different phases of the software development
process. In short, shared mental models are important as guides to effective individual contribu-
tions to, and coordination of the software development process.

In emphasizing the duality of structure, the structurational perspective draws our attention to
how shared mental models are products of, as well as guides to, action. Walton and Hackman
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[87] identify an interpretive function of teams, which is to help members create a consistent so-
cial reality by developing shared mental models. To identify specific actions that can help to
build shared mental models, we turn to Brown and Duguid [88], who identify the importance of
socialization, conversation and recapitulation. First, new members joining a team need to be so-
cialized into the team to understand how they fit into the process being performed. They need to
be encouraged and educated to interact with one another to develop a strong sense of “how we
do things around here” (e.g., norms). Barley and Tolbert [1] similarly note that socialization fre-
quently “involves an individual internalizing rules and interpretations of behaviour appropriate
for particular settings” (p. 100). Second, conversation is critical in developing shared mental
models. It is difficult to build shared mental models if people do not talk to one another and use
common language. Meetings, social events, hallway conversations and electronic mail or
conferencing are all ways in which team members can get in touch with what others are doing
and thinking. Finally, Brown and Duguid [88] stress the importance of recapitulation. To keep
shared mental models strong and viable, important events must be “replayed”, reanalyzed, and
shared with newcomers. The history that defines who we are and how we do things around here
must be continually reinforced, reinterpreted, and updated.

Most studies on shared mental models remain conceptual [89]. The few empirical studies
[e.g., 86,90] investigated the relationship between team or organizational factors and the pres-
ence of shared mental models. This study will investigate the process through which distributed
teams develop shared mental models. This will be accomplished through the analysis of interac-
tion data for evidence of conversations, recapitulation of implicit and explicit rules and ideas
about task, team members, attitudes, and beliefs.

Resources and structures of domination. The control of resources is the basis for power and
thus for structures of domination. For software development, material resources would seem to
be less relevant, since the work is intellectual rather than physical and development tools are
readily available, thanks to openly available FLOSS development systems such as SourceForge
(http://sourceforge.net/) and Savannah (http://savannah.gnu.org/). Furthermore, most FLOSS
teams have a stated ethos of open contribution. However, team members face important differ-
ences in access to expertise and control over system source code in particular. To understand the
role of these sorts of resources, we plan to examine different roles in the software development
process and how they affect individual contributions, and how these roles are established and
maintained.

Several authors have de-
scribed FLOSS teams as
having a hierarchical or on-
ion-like structure [91-93], as
shown in Figure 2. At the
centre are the core developers,
who contribute most of the
code and oversee the design
and evolution of the project.
Core developers are distin-
guished by having write
privileges on the source code
The core is usually small and
exhibits a high level of inter-
action, which would be diffi-
cult to maintain if the core
group were large. Surrounding the core are co-developers. These individuals contribute sporadi-
cally by reviewing or modifying code or by contributing bug fixes. The co-developer group can
be much larger than the core, because the required level of interaction is much lower. Surround-
ing the developers are the active users: a subset of users who use the latest releases and contrib-
ute bug reports or feature requests (but not code). Still further from the core are the passive users.

Core developers

Co-developers

Active users

Passive users

Initiator

Release
coordinator

Figure 2. Hypothesized FLOSS development team structure.
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The border of the outer circle is indistinct because the nature and variety of FLOSS distribution
channels makes it difficult or impossible to know the exact size of the user population.

As their involvement with a project changes, individuals may move from role to role. For ex-
ample, a common pattern is for active users to be invited to join the core development team in
recognition of their contributions and ability. In some teams, this selection is an informal process
managed by the project initiator, whiles others have formal voting processes for vetting new
members. However, core developers must have a deep understanding of the software and the de-
velopment processes, which poses a significant barrier to entry [94,95]. This barrier is particu-
larly troubling because of the reliance of FLOSS projects on volunteer submission and “fresh
blood” [96]. These characteristics again emphasize the importance of socialization and move-
ment of individuals through roles in the projects.

Rules and norms and structures of legitimation. Finally, actors’ social norms and team rules
embody structures of legitimation. The regulative function of teams, as presented by Walton and
Hackman [87], describes one aspect of team functions as the creation of rules, implicit and ex-
plicit. To conceptualize this aspect of teams, we also draw on Swieringa and Wierdsma’s [97]
description of organizations as collections of implicit and explicit rules that guide member be-
haviours. Implicit rules are team norms, shared amongst members of the team. Explicit rules are
the stated rules, policies, procedures and team requirements defined for the team. We are par-
ticularly interested in the way these rules guide individual contributions to the team’s goals.

As the team attempts to achieve its task, team interactions lead to the development of implicit
and explicit rules for social or interpersonal interaction to guide team member behavior in
achieving its goals and functions. These changes are the result of integrating the knowledge of
experts into the team’s structure reflecting behavioral changes within a team over time, what
March et al. [98] and Hayes and Allinson [99] refer to as learning on the group level. Grant [100]
similarly suggests that a firm (or team) creates coordination mechanisms, in the form of proce-
dures and norms, to economize on communication, knowledge transfer and learning, thus re-
serving team decision making and problem solving for complex and unusual tasks.

Summary

Combining the discussion of the three aspects of structure described above results in the con-
ceptual framework shown in Table 1. For each of the three aspects of structure, the table de-
scribes the embodiment of the structure as we have conceptualized it for FLOSS teams, and the
actions that are guided by the structures and that reinforce or modify the structures. The resulting
model is largely consistent with Grant’s knowledge-based view of the firm [100], which analyzes
a firm as a structure for integrating specialist knowledge into the firm’s activities and products
[101]. Though this theory was originally stated in terms of firms, it is easily applicable to FLOSS
development teams. The knowledge-based view presents coordination, shared mental models,

Table 1. Constructs for study: Embodiments of structures and
actions guided by and that reinforce or modify structures.

Structure Structural embodiment Actions guided by
structure

Actions that create/
reinforce/modify
structure

Signification Shared mental models Task contribution
and coordination

Socialization
Conversation
Recapitulation

Domination Roles with differential access
to resources

Task contribution
and coordination

Role definition
Role assignment

Legitimation Norms
Formal rules and procedures

Task contribution
and coordination

Rule creation and
change
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communication and decision-making and learning as interdependent issues affecting the effec-
tiveness of distributed teams. Grant suggests that to integrate knowledge, firms need coordina-
tion mechanisms including rules, sequencing and routines that economize on communication,
knowledge transfer and learning, and team decision making and problem solving for the most
complex and unusual tasks. Finally, although there is differentiation between experts in what
they know, Grant identifies shared mental models as an important prerequisite for knowledge
integration.

3. Research Design

In this section, we will discuss the design of the proposed study, addressing the basic re-
search strategy, concepts to be examined, sample populations and proposed data collection and
analysis techniques. In this section, we first discuss the goals and general design of the study. We
then present the details of how data will be elicited and analyzed.

Longitudinal multiple case study of four FLOSS teams

To study the dynamics of the formation and evolution of distributed teams of FLOSS devel-
opers, we will carry out a longitudinal in-depth multiple case study design, as suggested by Bar-
ley and Tolbert [1]. The overall research design is shown in Figure 3. As Yin defines it, a case
study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life
context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in
which multiple sources of evidence are used” [102]. For some of the cases (cases 1 and 2 in Fig-
ure 3), we will combine the longitudinal study with retrospective data analysis.

We will examine the dynamics of changes for each of the aspects of structure identified in
Table 1 (shared mental models, roles, rules and norm). Each case study will draw on multiple
sources of data, including observation and participant observation, project and developer demo-
graphics, project plans and procedures, and interviews. The data will be analyzed using content
analytic techniques, cognitive maps, process maps and social network analysis. Throughout the
study, we plan to check our design and preliminary results with frequent engagement with the
FLOSS community through a project advisory board of developers.

Barley and Tolbert [1] suggest four steps in a study to investigate the dynamics of structure:
“(1) defining an institution (structure) at risk of change over the term of the study and selecting
sites in light of this definition; (2) charting flows of action at the sites and extracting scripts char-
acteristic of particular periods of time; (3) examining scripts for evidence of change in behavioral
and interaction patterns; and (4) linking findings from observational data to other sources of data
on changes in the institution of interest” (pg. 103).

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss how we implement each of these steps, while
deferring discussion of the details of data collection and analysis to subsequent sections.

Step one: Selecting sites. We will start by identifying promising projects for investigating the
dynamics of structure and action. We plan to study four FLOSS project teams in depth to allow
for comparison on two dimensions. In selecting teams to study, we will consider theoretical and
pragmatic aspects.
• First, we will pick projects that vary in the level of corporate participation, for the reasons

discussed above in the conceptual development section.
• Second, we will compare two newly-formed and two well-established project teams. We will

study the development of the teams longitudinally and the two established teams retrospec-
tively as well. Picking newly-formed teams will allow us to study the initial stages of team
formation and in particular the negotiation among previously experienced structures brought
in by team members. However, relying entirely on new teams seems risky. First, Barley and
Tolbert [1] note the difficulties of identifying settings that are likely to experience interesting
changes. Second, we want to ensure that we study some teams that have developed effective
work practices. Studying some established teams allows us to choose some projects that are
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known to be effective. Studying established projects also facilitates study of the processes of
socialization of new members into an ongoing project.

In order to ensure that we are studying genuine teams (as opposed to single person development
efforts [103]), we will choose only projects with more than seven core developers, a lower limit
for team size suggested by Hare [104].

In selecting projects, we will also have to take into consideration some pragmatic considera-
tions. We will select FLOSS teams where we have access to the data we need (e.g., message
logs) and where we can obtain the participation of developers for interviews. We are fortunate to
have already obtained agreements to cooperate from leading FLOSS developers, as shown by the
attached letters of support included in the supporting documents.

Figure 3. Overall research design.
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Step two: Charting flows of actions. In this step we extract the interactions of team members
within a particular time period to investigate the dynamics by which the teams develop over
time. We plan to interview developers for each case at least every six months (see Figure 3). Six
months was chosen since it provides a small enough gap to be able to trace the process of change
relying on developers’ memories of events, while still being feasible for data collection and not
too onerous for participants. We will also extract team interactions from email logs, ethnographic
field notes, and observations of developer activities between the six month measurement points
to analyze the dynamics that lead to the observed changes. For two of the cases, we will carry out
a similar analysis on retrospective data (potentially over the entire recorded history of the pro-
ject). The details of data elicitation and analysis are discussed in the following sections.

Step three: Identifying patterns of changes. Once we extract the segments of interactions dis-
cussed in step two, we will analyze the interaction to uncover the dynamics of the teams. More
specifically we look to uncover the patterns of behavior through which members change shared
mental models, roles, and norms and rules. We investigate the dynamics by which teams develop
shared mental models by studying how members contribute to and coordinate tasks paying spe-
cial attention to evidence of recapitulation, socialization, conversation. We study how role are
assigned and evolve over time by studying member contribution and looking for evidence of role
definition and role changes. Lastly, we study the dynamics by which rules and norms evolve by
also looking for task contribution and coordination, paying special attention to evidence of rules
creation and modification.

Step four: Linking changes in structures to other changes. In Step 4, Barley and Tolbert [1]
suggest linking changes in the structures to other changes of interest in the sites being studied.
Since the primary focus of our study is the dynamics of the teams, this step will not be the major
focus of our efforts. Nevertheless, we will triangulate evidence gathered from multiples sources
of evidence about the teams. For example, comparisons across the teams will provide evidence to
help us understand the role of corporate participation in the teams.

Data collection

To explore the concepts identified in the conceptual development section of this proposal
(Table 1), we will collect a wide range of data: project demographics, developer demographics,
interaction logs, project plans and procedures, developer interviews, and project observation. In
the remainder of this section, we will briefly review each source. Table 2 shows the mapping
from each construct to data source.

Developer demographics. We will collect basic descriptive data about developers, such as
area of expertise, formal role, years with the project, other projects the developer participates in
etc. Often these data are self-reported by the developers on project pages; in other cases, they can
be elicited from the developers during interviews. We will track changes in the formal rules of
members using this source.

Project plans and procedures. Many projects have stated release plans and proposed
changes. Such data are often available on the project’s documentation web page or in a “status”
file used to keep track of the agenda and working plans [96]. For example, Scacchi [7] examined
requirements documentation for FLOSS projects. We will also examine any explicitly stated
norms, procedures or rules for taking part in a project, such as the process to submit and handle
bugs, patches or feature request. Such procedures are often reported on the project’s web page
(e.g., http://dev.apache.org/guidelines.html). We will track changes in the various versions of any
specific set of rules and procedures.

Interaction logs. The most voluminous source of data will be collected from archives of
CMC tools used to support the team’s interactions for FLOSS development work [32,67]. These
data are useful because they are unobtrusive measures of the team’s behaviours [105]. Mailing
list archives will be examined, as email is a primary tool used to support team communication,
learning and socialization. Such archives contain a huge amount of information: e.g., the Linux
kernel list receives 5-7000 messages per month, the Apache httpd list receives an average of 40
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messages a day. From mailing lists, we will extract the date, sender and any individual recipient’
names, the sender of the original message, in the case of a response, and text of each message.
We will examine features request archives and logs from other interaction tools, such as chat ses-
sions. While in most cases these archives are public, we plan to consult with the Syracuse Uni-
versity Human Subjects Institutional Review Board to determine what kind of consent should be
sought before proceeding with analysis. Mailing list archives is the main source of interaction
data that illuminates the ‘scripts’ for the analysis of dynamics [1]. Observation data from email
logs can potentially provide a rich description of the behaviors (patterns of interaction) of
FLOSS teams. This rich description leads to a better understanding of the dynamics of FLOSS
development.

Observation. We have found from our initial pilot study (described below under Results from
Prior Funding) that developers interact extensively at conferences. Indeed, Nardi and Whittaker
[106] note the importance of face-to-face interactions for sustaining social relations in distributed
teams. The FreeBSD developer Poul-Henning Kamp has also stated that phone calls can be occa-
sionally used to solve complex problems [107]. These interactions are a small fraction of the to-
tal, but they may still be crucial to understanding the team’s practices. We plan to use attendance
at developer conferences as an opportunity to observe and document the role of face-to-face in-
teraction for FLOSS teams.

Participant observation. We plan to carry out a virtual ethnographic study of developer so-
cialization and interaction relying on participant observation of the teams. One student involved
with the project has already virtually joined several development teams (with the permission of
the project leaders and the knowledge of other members) and is currently participating in their
normal activities while observing and recording these activities (following a protocol approved
by the Syracuse University Human Subjects Review Board). In this way, we will study and learn

Table 2. Constructs, sources of data, and analysis.

Structure Constructs Data sources (see section 3)
Shared mental models Content analysis of interactions, interviews and ob-

servation
Task coordination and
contribution

Process mapping, social network analysis

Signification

Socialization
Conversation
Recapitulation

Content analysis of interactions, interviews and ob-
servation

Roles with differential
access to resources

Process mapping, social network analysis
Content analysis of interactions, interviews and ob-
servation

Task coordination and
contribution

(See above)

Domination

Role definition
Role changes

Process mapping, social network analysis

Norms
Formal rules and pro-
cedures

Content analysis of interactions, interviews and ob-
servation
Project plans and procedures

Task coordination and
contribution

(See above)

Legitimation

Rule creation and
change

Content analysis of interactions, interviews and ob-
servation
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first hand the socialization and coordination practices of these teams. We will track these teams
through the various stages of development status, from planning through production/stable stage,
observing how new members join the teams and how they contribute to the team output.

Developer interviews. While the data sources listed above will provide an extensive pool of
data, they are mostly indirect. Interviews are important to get rich, first-hand data about develop-
ers’ perceptions and interpretations. We plan to conduct interviews with key informants in the
selected projects. Interviews will be conducted in part by e-mail, but we also plan to attend one
or two FLOSS conferences each year (e.g., the O’Reilly Open Source Convention or ApacheCon)
to interview FLOSS developers face-to-face. The first round of interviews will be scheduled after
the initial data analysis to ensure that we have a sufficient understanding of the process to be able
to pose intelligent questions, and on a recurring basis to provide insight into the dynamics of the
team, as discussed above. We will explore the developer’s initial experiences of participation in
FLOSS, the social structure and norms of the team, processes of knowledge exchange and so-
cialization (especially the role of observation or lurking, which leaves no traces in the interaction
logs), and knowledge of other members’ participation [108,109]. As well, interviews will be
used to verify that the archives of interaction data give a fair and reasonably complete record of
day-to-day interactions.

Data analysis

While voluminous, the data described above are mostly at a low level of abstraction. The
collected data will be analyzed using a variety of techniques in order to raise the level of con-
ceptualization to fit the theoretical perspectives described in Section 2 and to address our re-
search questions. Table 3 shows the mapping from data sources to data analysis techniques.

Content analysis. The project will rely heavily on content analysis of the text in interaction
archives and interviews to develop insights on the extent and development of shared mental
models and socialization (e.g., the way projects are created, introduction of new members, mem-
bers leaving and community building). Data will be analyzed following the process suggested by
Miles and Huberman [110], iterating between data collection, data reduction (coding), data dis-
play, and drawing and verifying conclusions. The researchers will develop an initial content
analytic framework to discover the patterns of the various variables present in the data. The ini-
tial (deductive) framework will be based on indicators from content analytic frameworks previ-
ously used to investigate shared mental models [e.g., 111]. In addition we will incorporate work
on Asynchronous Learning Networks investigating social, cognitive and structuring processes of
virtual teams [112]. We will start the data analysis using the initial content analytic scheme and
modify the scheme as new categories and indicators emerge in the data [110]. Further categories
will be added and other data will be collected as preliminary findings in the analysis suggest. We
will use the thematic unit of analysis while conducting the content analysis to capture the various
elements of the variables under investigation as appropriate. To increase the validity and reli-

Table 3. Data sources and planned analysis approaches.

Data source Analysis approach

Developer demographics Statistical
Social network analysis

Developer interaction logs
Content analysis, process mapping

Project plans and procedures Content analysis
Developer interviews Content analysis, process mapping, cognitive mapping
Observation of developer interac-
tions

Content analysis, process mapping, cognitive mapping

Participant observation Content analysis, process mapping, cognitive mapping
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ability of the coding scheme we will conduct intercoder reliability tests and modify the content
analytic scheme until we reach an 85% agreement level [113].

Social network analysis (SNA). SNA will be used to analyze patterns of interactions (e.g.,
who responds to whose email) in order to reveal the structure of the social network of projects.
Madey, Freeh & Tynan [114] applied this technique to connections between projects, but not
within projects. We are particularly interested in using social network information to identify
various structural roles in the team and how individuals fill these roles over time. This analysis
of structural roles should provide a useful counterpoint to descriptions of formal roles. As well
this analysis will track the socialization of members into the core of the team, and the develop-
ment and changes in leadership over time. We will assess an individual’s centrality and the pro-
ject’s hierarchy, which seems to mediate the effect of role and status on individual performance
within virtual teams [13], the way contributions are distributed among developers and the roles
assumed by core developers. The results of such analyses will support us in the identification of
the social relations patterns and the way such patterns develop and affect team learning and so-
cialization.

Process maps. The open source software development processes will be mapped based on an
inductive coding of the steps involved. For example, to map the bug fixing process, we will ex-
amine how various bugs were fixed as recorded in the bug logs, email messages and the code.
Van de Ven and Poole [115] describe in detail the methods they used to develop and test a proc-
ess theory of how innovations develop over time. Yamauchi et al. [116] coded messages to un-
derstand the development processes of two FLOSS projects. Process traces can be clustered
using optimal matching procedures [117] to develop clusters of processes. These process de-
scriptions can be enriched with descriptions of the process from developers’ reports of critical
incidents and of the process in general [118].

In our analyses, we will identify which individuals perform which activities to identify dif-
ferent process roles, thus providing a counterpoint to the SNA roles described above. We will
also identify the coordination modes and task assignment practices involved in software mainte-
nance (i.e., the number of features request assigned, types of requests, number and types of
spontaneous contributions), the adoption of other formal coordination modes (from the analysis
of the written policies regarding contributions to projects), as well as the degree of interdepen-
dency among the tasks (based on an analysis of communication patterns among different roles
and different contributors). Another question we intend to answer is the extent to which the use
of various distributed software development tools (e.g., CVS, bug tracking databases) provides a
source of structure for the process.

Cognitive maps. Cognitive maps will be developed from interview data to represent and
compare the mental models of the developers about the project and project team so as to gauge
the degree of common knowledge and the development of shared mental models [119-122]. Met-
rics (e.g., number of heads, tails, domain and centrality) provided by existing software packages
(e.g., Decision Explorer or CMAP2) and ad hoc developed metrics will be used to analyze and
compare the different maps. In particular, the comparisons among different team members’ maps
will provide insights about eventual shared mental models acting within teams. We will also de-
rive collective maps for each project. Collective maps usually represent perspectives that are
common to all the members of a team. Shared perspectives derive from the comprehension of
mutual positions and roles, which are fundamental to create synergies within the team. The PI
has some experience studying mental models [123] but for this analysis in particular will work
with a collaborator, Professor Barbara Scozzi, as discussed below.

Work plan
Based on preliminary assessment of the effort required, we are requesting funding for two

graduate students. The graduate students will devote 50% effort during the academic year and
100% effort during the summers, for a total of 3300 hours/year (4400 hours in two years). One of
the graduate students will support the principal investigator in sample section, definition of con-
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structs and variables, and will have primary responsibility for data collection and analysis, under
the oversight of the PI. The second graduate student will be assigned to carry out a virtual ethno-
graphic study of project teams. The principal investigator will work one-third-time on the project
during the summers, 1 month per year. Summers will be devoted to sample selection, interviews
and publication of results. The PI will devote 10% of effort during the academic year to project
management and oversight (1/2 day / week, supported by Syracuse University).

These activities, in particular those related to the analysis of shared mental models within the
FLOSS development teams, will be carried out with the assistance of an international collabora-
tor, Dr. Barbara Scozzi of the Department of Mechanical and Business Engineering, Polytechnic
of Bari, Italy (please see the supporting documents section for a letter of support and vitae; no
funding is being requested from NSF to support Dr. Scozzi). Dr. Scozzi has collaborated with the
PI on a study of FLOSS project success factors [56] and her competencies in cognitive mapping
[124,125] will be particularly valuable for this project.

4. Conclusion
In this proposal, we develop a conceptual framework and a research plan to investigate work

practices within distributed FLOSS development teams. To answer our research question, we
will conduct a longitudinal in-depth study identifying and comparing the formation and evolution
of distributed teams of FLOSS developers. We will study how these distributed groups develop
shared mental models to guide members’ behavior, roles to control access to resources, and
norms and rules to shape action and the dynamics by which independent, geographically-
dispersed individuals are socialized into the group.

Expected intellectual merits

The project will contribute to advancing knowledge and understanding of distributed teams
by identifying the dynamics of distributed FLOSS teams. The study has two main strengths.
First, we fill a gap in the literature with an in-depth investigation of the dynamics of developing
shared mental models, role and norms and rules in FLOSS teams and of socializing new mem-
bers to these structures, based on a large pool of data and a strong conceptual framework. Sec-
ond, we use several different techniques to analyze the team dynamics, providing different
perspectives of analysis and a more reliable portrait of what happens in the development teams.
Moreover, some of data analysis techniques, such as cognitive maps and social network analysis,
have not yet been used with FLOSS teams.

We expect this study to have conceptual, methodological as well as practical contributions.
Understanding the dynamics of learning in a team of independent knowledge workers working in
a distributed environment is important to improve the effectiveness of distributed teams and of
the traditional and non-traditional organizations within which they exist. As Maier et al. suggest;
“Knowledge about the process, or the know how, of learning facilitates corrections that simulate
or accelerate learning” [10]. Developing a theoretical framework consolidating a number of theo-
ries to understand the dynamics within a distributed team is a contribution to the study of distrib-
uted teams and learning within organization literature [39]. Employing qualitative techniques to
understand the process of learning will also be a contribution to the organizational learning
methodology [126].

Expected broader impacts

The project has numerous broader impacts. The project will benefit society by identifying the
dynamics of learning and socialization in FLOSS development, an increasingly important ap-
proach to software development. The study will also shed light on dynamics of learning and so-
cialization for distributed work teams in general, which will be valuable for managers who
intend to implement such an organizational form. Understanding the dynamics of learning and
socialization can serve as guidelines (in team governance, task coordination, communication
practices, mentoring, etc.) to improve performance and foster innovation. Understanding these
questions is important because a digital society entails an increased use of distributed teams for a
wide range of knowledge work. Distributed work teams potentially provide several benefits but
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the separation between members of distributed teams creates difficulties in coordination, collabo-
ration and learning, which may ultimately result in a failure of the team to be effective
[36,37,127,128]. For the potential of distributed teams to be fully realized, research is needed on
the dynamics of learning and socialization. As well, findings from the study can be used to en-
hance the way CMC technologies are used in education or for scientific collaboration. For exam-
ple, the results could be used to improve the design and facilitation of e-learning courses and
distance classes. Finally, understanding FLOSS development teams may be important as they are
potentially training grounds for future software developers. As Arent and Nørbjerg [129] note, in
these teams, “developers collectively acquire and develop new skills and experiences”.

To ensure that our study has a significant impact, we plan to broadly disseminate results
through journal publications, conferences, workshops and on our Web pages. We also plan to
disseminate results directly to practitioners through interactions with our advisory board and with
developers, e.g., at FLOSS conferences. Our results could also potentially be incorporated into
the curricula of the professional masters degrees of the Syracuse University School of Informa-
tion Studies, which are taught on-line and thus involve distributed teams. Findings about the dy-
namics of the learning process in FLOSS development teams can also benefit the design of
technology and engineering curricula. These fields use similar processes for learning and devel-
opment, and thus can benefit from out findings. In order to improve infrastructure for research,
we also plan to make our tools and raw data available to other researchers. The project will pro-
mote teaching, training, and learning by including graduate and undergraduate students in the
research project. These students will have the opportunity to develop skills in data collection and
analysis.

Results from prior NSF funding
Kevin Crowston has been funded by three NSF grants within the past 48 months. The most

recent is IIS–0341475, SGER: Effective work practices for Open Source software development
($12,052, 1 September 2003 to 31 August 2004). This small grant has provided support for travel
to conferences (e.g., ApacheCon) to observe, interview and seek support from developers and to
present preliminary results, and for the purchase of data analysis software, supporting the initial
results reported in this proposal. This work has resulted in an accepted conference paper [130],
with additional papers in preparation [e.g., 131].

Earlier support came from IIS–9732799 ($69,997, September 1, 1998 to February 29, 2000)
and IIS–0000178 ($269,967, July 1, 2000 to June 30, 2003), both entitled Towards Friction-Free
Work: A Multi-Method Study of the Use of Information Technology in the Real Estate Industry.
The goal of that study was to examine how the pervasive use of information and communication
technologies (ICT) in the real-estate industry changes the way people and organizations in that
industry work. Initial fieldwork resulted in several journal articles [132-134] and numerous con-
ference presentations [e.g., 135,136].

The core of the PI’s research agenda concerns novel organizational forms enabled by new
uses of ICT. The present proposal builds on his interest in coordination processes and virtual or-
ganizations by studying a novel setting, namely FLOSS development teams.
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